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DES IRED CO M M ON F UTURE
CASE STUDY AREA:
Leiria National Forest, 
Portugal 
PO S S IBLE F UTURE DEV ELO PM ENTS
Case study description
Leiria National Forest (Pinhal de Leiria) is located in Central-Western Portugal, approximately 150 km North of Lisbon. The area covers about 11,000 ha.
LNF is intended as representative of state owned forestry systems in Portugal, from which Pinhal (means pine wood in Portuguese) de Leiria is certainly
the oldest, largest, and internally better known state forest in Portugal.
RECO M MENDATIONS  FO R ACT IONS
K EY  DRIV ERS
• Risk of fires
• Pine nematode
• Certification procedures
• Conflict of legislation










Pine saw logs rank very high in the list of ecosystem services provided by LNF. Logs with
large diameters harvested from clear cuts are the most valuable asset. Logs with smaller
diameters are also provided by thinning or clear-cuts from stands prescribed to be
managed according to short rotations. Ecosystem Services 
Tradeoffs
Pine Wood Recreation Area Protection area Carbon 







Carbon Competitive Neutral Neutral
60 years period (2044-2104)
Volume of ending 
inventory (m3)
(2104)
Thinned Volume (m3) Harvested Volume (m3) Average Carbon (Mg)
Scenarios 1 , 2 and 
3 4 1 , 2 and 3 4 1 , 2 and 3 4 1 , 2 and 3 4
Pine wood 1,28 x 106 1,34 x 106 0,48 x 106 0,41 x 106 2,25 x 106 2,44  x 106 926 1035
• two sequential participatory workshops (PW),
• 1.st PW involving 10 participants (central government (3), environmentalist (1),
local civil society (1), cork industry (1), municipality (1), and Integral researcher (4))
aiming at setting the ecosystem services desired end-points
• 2.nd PW, aiming at the elicitation of robust policies, involving 20 participants
representing several sectors as: central government (3) environment (2), local civil
society (3), pine industry (2), resine industry (2), municipality (2) and Integral
researcher (6)
• Policies pool elicitation in two parallel sections each with a different scenario





Pine timber m3 3,75 x106
Recreation area ha 53




Coastal and sand dunes protection ranks also
very high. Recreation and carbon storage are
also important services. The list of ecosystem




Currently Scen1 Scen2 Scen3 Scen4 Stakeholders ’goals 
Prog1 67% 46.0% 46.0% 66.0% 66.0% 52.0%
Prog2 0.0% 20.0% 20.0% 0.0% 0.0% 11.7%
Prog3 33.2% 33.2% 33.2% 33.2% 33.2% 35.5%
Prog4 0.2% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.8%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
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